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At La Navidad among the charred timbers was found the
anchor of the Santa Maria—the wrought-iron relic which
until a few years ago seemed to be the last remaining relic of
the Fleet of Discovery. Upon this anchor, salvaged from the
wreckage and intact for posterity at Port au Prince, hangs
the tale of the second anchor—almost a replica of the first—
dragged by accident from the harbor of Port de Paix. It, too,
may keep its place in Columbian history.
Columbian historians may decide eventually whether this
newly discovered anchor was the first hook of the Santa
Maria or possibly one of those carried by the Nina or the
finta, but to those who have compared the first and the newly
discovered second anchor there is much evidence that they
were built in the same workshop by the same skilled hand,
perhaps at Palos, Spain, where Columbus fitted out his little
fleet. As to size, height, weight and general appearance it
would be indicated that the same ancient Spanish iron-
worker pounded and shaped the two, that one was built from
the model of the first, and that both were taken aboard the
Columbian fleet at Palos and came to the New World with
Columbus,
But despite the original anchor and its probable twin of
the first voyage, there are other relics of the second and third
voyages of Columbus in Hispaniola to-day. The modern
traveler who analyzes his observations along with even an
indifferent knowledge of Columbian history may see them
everywhere.
In his appeal to "Their Most Gracious Majesties" for the
requisites of colonization in the New World, Columbus de-
manded goats and burros, which were granted and trans-
ported to Hispaniola on the second and third voyages. Aside
from its Negroes, Haiti is to-day liberally inhabited by goats

